Abstract. The network security monitoring device (ZJXD) designed is a network security monitor based on threat intelligence and anti-attack chain intrusion technology. The measurement system has the functions of data monitoring, automatic analysis, safety detection, event correlation and situation analysis, which can be extended to realize micro applications by customizing according to the requirements, so as to achieve the purpose of building a platform with multiple applications.
Introduction
The network security detection system (ZJXD-S), known as the network information detection system [1] [2] [3] [4] , mainly carries out work through the Internet and manages the computers connected with the interconnection network safely [5] [6] [7] [8] , so as to avoid computer users from accessing illegal websites [9] [10] [11] [12] , transmitting and publishing illegal information [13] [14] [15] . To prevent the abuse of network resources, leakage of sensitive information and other violations from happening in the future, it is also a necessary approach to detect Behavior and content of computer users.
The current network detection system functions is mainly as follows: It can timely prevent the sensitive information leakage of internal computers through the Internet, quickly locate and trace the source, and prevent the occurrence of violations by analyzing all network contents; It can monitor the network behavior and network traffic of the entire computer users, help the network to operate efficiently, and provide effective technical support for information construction and management; The network information monitoring system is a B/S architecture product integrated with software and hardware, which is specially designed to prevent the malicious dissemination of illegal information and the leakage of confidential information, commercial information and scientific research results; It can also monitor the compliance of transmission content in real time and manage employees' online behavior; It can determine whether the current packet is transmitted based on the information from the monitoring configuration module and the results from the traffic statistics module.
Methodology
The basic architecture of ZJXD-S consists of one framework and six modules: The main function of the 1 frame is to realize full data collection based on full traffic, and detect attack that fully monitored at the network level; The six modules are respectively to realize the management of security situation, security event, asset monitoring, advanced analysis, intelligence warning and micro-application. Similarly, there are six modules in ZJXD, Web attack monitoring.
ZJXD is connected with the micro-application module in the information security management framework. If one of the following situations occurs, such as web attack, port scanning, webpage tampering, webshell detection, suspicious file detection and other illegal behaviors, micro-application management will issue instructions to ZJXD calling one of the functional modules to intercept and block the illegal behaviors. Another key role of ZJXD-S is to actively defend the flow, log and assets of the entire system collected by detecting sensors, and to isolate suspicious and illegal behaviors in the first. In essence, the protection is implemented from the perspective of full traffic, full log and full asset. 
Safety Micro Application
Each successful attack requires seven steps: detection, weapon construction, payload delivery, attack utilization, placement, communications control, and target completion. These seven steps obtain the protection advantage at the key nodes, and realize the omni-directional active defense purpose of "discovery, positioning, tracking and strike" respectively. The defensive confrontation model is as follows:
Fig. 2 The defensive confrontation model
The discovery stage mainly includes eight aspects: web attack port scanning, vulnerability information intrusion detection, suspicious program detection, suspicious file detection, abnormal behavior detection, malicious program detection, external threat detection, log audit detection, etc.; The positioning stage mainly involves five aspects: webpage tampering intrusion, webshell, abnormal behavior, malicious program, abnormal behavior alarm, etc.; The tracking stage includes flow analysis, log analysis, reverse analysis, attack tracing, expert analysis and honeypot network; The strike phase consists of eight parts: black and white list, vulnerability repair, intrusion protection, sandbox, vulnerability repair, malicious code detection, DNS redirection and forensic analysis.
Network Security Threat Monitoring
ZJXD is deployed at the boundary of the information outer network. The mirror flow of the outer network boundary switch is used to analyze and detect the outer network boundary flow. The honeypot system is a separate server system (both physical and virtual) deployed in the DMZ area of the outer net, mainly used to simulate the user's outer net service, and controlled by ZJXD.
ZJXD-S carries out real-time monitoring and warning of security events by means of adopting the system to submit data and vulnerability scanning, etc. Real-time monitoring and warning of network security events is conducted through the collection of station control layer switch, network analyzer Research, volume 86 and safety protection equipment safety event data. The host of the factory station can realize the alarm of user's illegal operation, U disk plug and plug, serial port equipment access, network equipment access, network attack, abnormal traffic, etc. For the host of the factory station, ZJXD-S can launch warning alerts to the user's illegal operation, U disk plug and unplug, serial port equipment access, network equipment access, network attack, abnormal traffic, etc., to help the administrator to find the violator in the first time. At the same time, ZJXD-S integrates the security event monitoring, security vulnerability scanning, network traffic protocol security analysis, operation and maintenance operation behavior control (realizing the joint alarm with the work ticket) and other functions to strengthen the safety protection capacity of the plant.
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Summary
In summary, as an upgrade product of the original power secondary system network security monitoring platform, the safety supervision platform has been greatly improved in terms of "breadth", "depth" and "accuracy". Monitoring objects include special security equipment, general safety equipment, host operating system, database, network equipment, monitoring scope includes main station, substation and power plant (part of the network). And the monitoring content also involves the equipment state, the security state, the security event.
